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Carpe Diem 
A daily compendium of must visit links from The Hindu | Indian Express | Live Mint | PIB | PRS | AIR | RSTV | LSTV 
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Editorials from- The Hindu, The Indian Express, Live Mint   
The Hindu- 

 Questions of numbers 
More clarity is needed in the law to prevent manipulation while conducting a floor test 
The Hindu- 

 From ocean to ozone, the limits of our planet 
Transformative changes must be considered to keep Earth safe for the future 

Indian Express- 

 A few sacks of rice 
That’s what the government’s policy towards the Rohingya boils down to — imprudent, myopic, untenable 

Indian Express- 

 In good faith: Superstition caricatures God 
Light of the Vedas is an antidote to ignorance. 

Live mint- 

 The challenge of reforming the UN 
India needs to create a balance between the pursuit of its narrow national interest and its responsibility as a rising power. 
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National 
The Hindu- 

 Strident Pakistan presses for UN envoy on Kashmir 
Addressing the General Assembly, Abbasi accuses India of rights 
violations 

The Hindu- 

 Nirbhaya scheme in disarray: SC 
Says disbursal of compensation to sexual assault victims lamentable 

The Hindu- 

 India plans to train Afghan police officers 
With the Army being trained earlier, the MoU for the new 
proposal, supported by UNDP, could be signed next week 
 

Indian Express- 

 Rohingya refugee tide is India’s challenge too: Bangladesh 
Says disbursal of compensation to sexual assault victims lamentable 

ECONOMY 

The Hindu- 

 SBI unveils bond index at LSE 
Bank aims to offer international investors ‘reliable’ benchmark in bond 
market 

Indian Express- 

 Maintaining fiscal prudence a ‘challenge’, but there is no 
need for panic, says FM 
“I don’t think there is a need for panic. There’s a need for analysis and 
for responsive action to this and we are fully prepared for this,” he said. 

The Hindu- 

 ‘Tap services potential to aid world economy’ 
‘Asia, Europe must drive services trade’ 
 

Indian Express- 

 RBI takes masala bonds out of corporate bond limit 
for FPIs 
Currently, the limit for investment by FPIs in corporate bonds is 
`2,44,323 cr 

The Hindu- 

 Govt to strengthen ‘Korea Plus’ cell to strengthen FDI 
from S.Korea 
Will leverage S.Korea’s technological prowess to support industrial 
growth in India, says Prabhu 

 

Science and Tech.; Environment 

The Hindu- 

 Pyro devices to blame for PSLV failure: ISRO 
ISRO had declared the PSLV- C39 mission unsuccessful after the heat shield refused to open and release the IRNSS-1H navigation satellite on board. 

 
  

Multimedia-Videos 
Rajay  Sabha TV- 

 Security Scan : The Threat of Urban Terror 
                    

 
To watch: click on the Link/Picture. 

All India Radio 

 
 Currant Affairs: discussion on- India Calls for 

Collective Efforts Against Terrorism. 

                                                                 

 
To Listen- click on the link/picture. 
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